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Separated. This was never part of the plan.Once their plane goes down over an ocean on Vanar,
Poly is stranded and alone, searching for an island she isn&apos;t sure exists. Dehydrated and on
the brink of death, she vows to get Joey and her friends back--no matter the cost. She quickly finds
herself stuck in the center of old disputes and she will need Harris and her friends to find a way
out.Joey and Samantha find themselves locked away in a fantasy land. Samantha thinks
she&apos;s found a way out, only they don&apos;t have much time. With each passing day, Joey
becomes weaker as Marcus drains his life.They must find a way back to each other, if they&apos;re
ever going to bring Marcus down. Harris calls on the Six to do their part. The call to action must be
answered, or they will all fall.Series order:Book 1 Rise of the Six
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This sequel did not disappoint. It picks up right where the first book ends. Joey awakens to find that
he is in some sort of carnival. Luckily, when he wakes up he is not alone. Samantha is waiting for
him. His heart belongs to Polly, but he feels responsible for her death, along with the rest of his
friends.Unknown to Joey; Polly, Hank, Julie, Lucas and Harris have all survived. Now they are on a
mission to try and rescue Joey from the hands of Marcus and Max. We get to learn more about
Polly, her love for Joey, as well as her determination to do whatever she must, to save him. We also
get to see a little of her weakness. I loved how the author shows how strong Polly is, but how the
weight of everything can still almost hurt you as much.This book is just as fast paced and exciting as
the first book. Their are twists and turns at every chapter. Just when you think the gang has finally
found their way home, they are thrown right back into the fight. What I really enjoy about this book,
is that when they are thrown back into the drama, it isn't by bad choices. It is by being mislead. The
Six are not weak, they are young. You find yourself cheering them on at every step and crying when
they are hurt. By the end of this book I won't lie, you are going to want to kill Marcus yourself. So be
warned.

I have to say that this book took me by surprise. I was expecting the light banter, hints of young
love, and touch of mystery that the first book had. Not the case with this one.The beginning of the
book starts of light and makes you believe it will guide you along on a magic carpet ride of wonder.
But then, BAM! The story changes, the complexity triples while the action doubles and the
characters reach beyond your wildest imagination.The Author leaves your mind reeling, still trying to
understand what happened when it's all done. I've read the book twice and still sorting through my
"who did it" theory.

The story continues...This time the preston six got separated.mutant island, sanct, ryjack, back to
earth... several places they went to with different adventures thinking that they have to come back
for joey and samantha where they held captive in a scene simulator by MM.I really love how each of
the characters get stronger and wiser after surviving the jump from their spaceship where it was
bombed on air by MM.You wont be disappointed in this adventurous, exciting sequel of the Preston
6. You will keep cheering them on to get to each to be together as a group to rescue Samantha and
Joey.

The Preston Six have been reduced to five and they have been to places and done things they
never could have imagined. Joey has found he is awesome with guns, Poly is an expert with blades,
and Julie is a computer whiz. Marcus has an ability also and Hank is just huge and strong. Together
they make an awesome team. But when they get separated its anybody's game.This book gives
you more insight into the kids and Harris. These people are important and you grow to love them
and cheer for them.I would recommend this book to anyone. Again, it is filled with edge of your seat
adventure, nail biting action, and there is an interesting twist to the romance. This author pulled me
in and I could not put these books down. I can't wait for the next installment.

Preston Six book two by Matt Ryan. Book two dives into the powers and weaknesses of Preston Six
characters. Matt Ryan holds the reader interests with great plot development. Gave the debut series
a five star. I will definitely read the complete series. Big fan of this new author, MATT RYAN and will
wait anxiously for the next book.

Book two didn't disappoint. I enjoyed getting to get to know four of the six better, as the first book
focused mainly on Joey.I didn't mind the return to Ryjack. It seems reasonable that there wouldn't
be limitless worlds that they could be sent to, especially for the reasons they were being sent. I don't
want to say too much because spoilers can be annoying. However, stories that constantly invent
new worlds just for the sake of novelty often don't have the novelty to cover up the lack of
substance. A new planet, while it may be shiny and new for the reader, would also be new for the
characters and wouldn't have the same impact as the return to a horrible one they already knew.As
for the teen romance, it doesn't bother me. I have to say that at this point I have no idea who will
end up together which is unusual for a romance.

This second book started out with a plan and good character development. It hooked me to read in
a day. This book focused on Poly and she was a great hero. Highly recommend this series after a
slow start with book 1.

Book 2 of the Preston Six series is even more suspenseful as the 1st book. You just never know
what's going to happen next. Will the Six ever be able to get back together, will they all survive all
the bumps they've encountered? The author continues to grab your attention and makes you want
to continue reading, then BLAM! there's another jump in the story line. What next, you ask? On to

book 3 to find the answer.
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